The World’s Most
Powerful Charts.
A developer-friendly, financial
visualization engine built for
capital market data.

Finance, Visualized.
ChartIQ’s Charting Library is a financial visualization platform
that redefines the user experience for capital market institutions,
investment banks, and retail brokerage firms around the world.
Delivering the most intuitive data visualization and UI software, the
Charting Library specializes in advanced technical analysis, trading
configurations, and high-performance charting.

Bringing power
to mobile with
HTML5

Go beyond traditional charts with custom visualizations. Our
powerful client-side JavaScript libraries provide intuitiveness
tradable data to engage customers.

Performance

Flexibility

- Our HTML5 toolkit
delivers native application
performance to all
platforms and devices.

- A single solution that
simplifies the management
of financial applications –
regardless of language or
framework - across web,
mobile, and desktop.

- The Charting Library was
built from the ground-up
(using the canvas, not SVG)
and was designed to make
adding interactive time series
charts to your application or
webpage, easy.
-We are unmatched by any
competing technology.

- Integration is easy with
our purpose-built SDK,
injection API, extensive
documentation, and U.S.based customer support.
- No overhaul of your entire
technology stack needed.

ChartIQ is the capital markets trusted vendor of choice
for good reason. Chat or connect with us today.
Visit chartiq.com or email us – info@chartiq.com.

Built for Capital
Markets
- Real-time market data, market
sessions, trade execution, and
technical analysis are just a
few of the industry-specific
needs that ChartIQ was
designed to address.
- Accelerates time-to-market
and offers the most
sophisticated UI in finance.
- ChartIQ’s Trade-from-Chart
module works seamlessly
across desktop, tablet and
phone, so traders that
place orders at their desk,
can check, modify or
replace orders from their
mobile devices.

Developers
ChartIQ’s HTML5 Charting Library was designed to make adding interactive time series
charts to your application or webpage, easy. A powerful SDK allows for unlimited
customization and ability to build advanced chart-based tools. ChartIQ’s HTML5
Charting Library is pure JavaScript and runs entirely within the browser. Within minutes,
software developers can integrate the charting library by using our “drop in” UI, then
add and control charts programmatically with the SDK.

Product Managers
Most companies have at least one charting library for each platform they target – web,
C#, Java, Android, iOS, etc. It’s not just your users that suffer from a fragmented user
experience – your developers have multiple code bases to maintain, let alone try to
improve. With ChartIQ, you can replace all of your charting technologies – on desktop,
web, mobile – with a single library to reduce the headaches for PMs and Developers.
Give your users a consistent experience and your developers the time to spend on
innovating, instead of trying to catch up.

Business
Financial charting for time series data is difficult and time consuming. It isn’t practical
or cost effective for development teams to build advanced financial charts from
the ground up. Furthermore, a “standards based” solution that runs across multiple
platforms, browsers, and devices adds additional layers of complexity. ChartIQ’s HTML5
Charting Library provides this level of sophistication while lowering overall project costs
and accelerating time-to-market. With less risk and expert knowledge, everyone builds
with confidence and truly innovates.

Built by developers, for developers: whatever your requirements,
ChartIQ can be used to build it.
What makes the ChartIQ’s HTML5 Charting Library great?
• Intuitive SDK
• Modifies CSS to change style and colors
• Modifies behavior with a config object
• Passes market data in JSON
• Creates studies or drawing tools through inheritance
• Uses our “injection API” to tap into the kernel for advanced logic manipulation
• World class support will instructs, assist and provide sample code

ChartIQ builds powerful, lightweight financial applications that redefine
the trading experience for capital market institutions and financial
technology firms around the world. Learn more at chartiq.com.

